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The consideration of DV and Dating Violence investigation

Tomoko Suga

Abstract: Cabinet Office defines Domestic violence as a violence wielded by the person whom there was the close relations including
spouses and lovers. The violence for the woman became 12 serious problems in United Nations world woman meeting of 1995.
Receiving the world movement, in Japan, DV prevention law was enforced in 2001. Therefore the word DV came to be known as
Japanese people for these 13 years.
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AGuideline for Simplification of Requirement Descriptions Specified by Customers

Yozo TAKIZAWA

Abstract: The author proposes a guideline for simplification of requirement descriptions, which is used in a methodology for describing
requirements by customers themselves. The methodology is derived from the ideas that all of requirement descriptions as requests for
proposal to develop software systems should be written by customers clearly and precisely and notations to formalize descriptions are
expected to be natural languages of customers. Natural language descriptions also tend to be unclear and obscurely so the methodology
needs a guideline to be described by customers and supporting tools. The author is describing the guideline as statement structure rules
with some examples of requirement descriptions and future work.

1. Introduction

Requirement descriptions, as “request for proposal” to develop
software systems, are required for both customers and developers. It is
desirable that all of them are written by customers clearly and precisely.
The reason is that the system specified by requirement descriptions is
required for the customers who know essential functions of the system
better than anyone. In fact, some or even most descriptions for proposal
are also written by developers. The main reason is that most customers
are not used to write requirement descriptions for software
developments. In other words, they do not know very well what and
why must be defined and specified in the descriptions. The customers
are required to do training to write such descriptions necessarily same
as developers while theymostly do not receive training because of costs.
Developers are commonly used to write the descriptions for software
development although they do not know duties of individual
developing systems. As a result, some descriptions include often
various conflicts with undesirable specifications through writing by
developers for customers.

I tried to resolve the above issue by developing and introducing a
methodology called ASRED. Under the methodology, customers
themselves would write requirement descriptions with their natural
language using supporting tools in Japanese1)2). It was useful that the
descriptions already included simple structures. Simplification itself
requires the customers’ knowledge or experience to express
requirements technically so it is normally difficult for customers. Now I
propose a method to simplify requirement descriptions fully by
customers, including guideline for simplification. The guideline gives
lexical and syntax analysis transformations to simplify in the method.
Firstly, I describe definitions of requirement description and the purpose
to use natural languages to define requirements after my past studies are
described. Secondly, I introduce a new method and a guideline to
simplify with some examples of transforming descriptions. Finally,
future works for constructions to make supporting tools and systems are
described.

2. Past Studies

I developed the methodology called ASRED, which would enable
customers to write and modify requirement descriptions clearly using
supporting tools to propose system specification correctly (Fig.1).

Fig.1 OverviewofASREDSupportingMethodology2)



The first version of the methodology was based on simple lexical and
syntax analyses for the descriptions. The main purpose of the analyses
was abstraction of useful statements from the descriptions rather than
full definition of requirement descriptions, because techniques of
natural language processing was too simple and imperfect due to
various restrictions of both software and hardware performances. The
second version had ‘statements addition’ process after lexical and
syntax analyses. The process was expected to use a database and the
methodology itself was also expected to ‘iterate’ for refinement of the
requirement descriptions. The second version of the methodology also
had supporting tools to make and maintain the database for the
statements addition process. It was expected to be used by developers
and derive statements from past requirement descriptions. The
supporting tools were also used to derive words and phrases for the
lexical and analysis process.

Both of the methodologies were based on the following ideas:
a) To derive and refine requirements by customers themselves because
they are ‘stakeholders’and know requirements correctly
b) To express requirements using natural language because customers
do not need prior learning
c) To process by simple and imperfect natural language processing
techniques because the techniques are poor
d) To construct the system with databases because past requirements
descriptions are needed to derive and refine the descriptions
Many issues of the above ideas were derived from poor natural
language processing techniques. For example, the implementations
including lexical and syntax analyses was developed by a Scheme
interpreter with GUI toolkits, which was originally and mainly used for
symbol processing (Fig.2). Another example was that the refinement
quality was entirely depended on database constructions. Anyway, the
methodology was able to be located as ‘learning tool’ to define
requirements using natural language rather than supporting system
because of need to iterate the processes.

Fig.2 Example of the user interfaces1)

3. Validity of Requirements written in Natural Language

As I mentioned in the above chapter, the requirement descriptions
are written in natural languages in this methodology. For describing the
simplification guideline in next chapter, I discuss the validity of writing
requirement descriptions in natural languages in this chapter.

In fact, requirements are specified by various expressions. UML,
which is one of the expressions, is widely used and includes various
expressions which enable to define specifications clearly. And they are
also used for technical areas which are not related to software
development or even computer. It means that customers as inexpert of
computer may also be able to use UML to define requirements. But,
from the point of view of learning notations, UML is still difficult for
customers because it has thirteen notations and each notation is used for
each side of systems and customers must learn at least two or three
notations to define requirements. For example, the class diagram, the
most used notation of UML, expresses the static side of systems (Fig.3).
It can be expressed for static side of system, especially relationships of
objects with properties and actions, but not expressed for orders of
processes in systems and etc. The sequence diagram is mainly used to
express ordering processes and is entirely different from the class
diagram (Fig.4).

Fig.3 Example of the class diagramof UML

Fig.4 Example of the sequence diagram of UML



On the other hand, natural language expressions specify
requirements for customers more easily than the notations of UML
(Fig.5). One of the weak points of natural language is that it might be so
imperfect and unclear that both customer and developer can not even
understand the meanings. Also it is too difficult to understand or
translate such descriptions for developments. It means that the
descriptions must be translated into appropriate notations to analyze and
design accordingly.

Fig.5 Example of requirements written in natural language
corresponding with Fig.3 and Fig.4

In the proposal method, using natural language expressions is
useful for definition of requirements by customers, as long as the
descriptions of requirements have structures simple enough to be
translated into to notations easily. The previous methodologies were
expecting to search and add statements from past useful descriptions to
resolve this issue. Now I propose a guideline to simplify requirement
descriptions by customers themselves. It expects that techniques of
natural language processing are now providing much performance to
analyze descriptions, especially in Japanese. MeCab, a morphological
analyzer, is based on new ideas for separating Japanese words, for
example3).

4.AGuideline to Simplify Requirement Descriptions

I propose a guideline to simplify requirement descriptions
as sentence structure rules, which are also for lexical and syntax
analyses of supporting tools in the methodology. Simplification
itself is done by customers and the supporting tools are
expected to check validity of simplified descriptions by hand.
Originally, it was the following rule set for Japanese
descriptions1). Note that <> parentheses are non-terminal.

<sentence>
::= <simple sentence> period

<simple sentence>
::= noun verb <verb phrase>
| verb <verb phrase>
| conjunction <verb phrase>
| adnominal noun postpositional <verb phrase>
| adjective noun postpositional <verb phrase>

| na-adjective noun postpositional <verb phrase>
<verb phrase>
::= verb conjunction <simple sentence>
| <simple sentence> | verb

It was already sufficient to extract simple sentences and translate into
specifications from requirement descriptions although the extractions
were just a first step for statements addition process. Analyzed
descriptions after all of processes were checked by customers. It was
useful that the descriptions had already simple structures. But, it was
not useful for existing examples to apply the guideline because most
sentences were not extracted. The reason was that the method supposed
iterating and learning the processes of the method by customers.

The following is the revised version of sentence structure rules.

<sentence>
::= <simple sentence> period

<simple sentence>
::= <noun phrase> <verb phrase>
| adverb <verb phrase>

<noun phrase>
::= noun postpositional
| noun conjunction
| noun idiom
| adjective

<verb phrase>
::= verb idiom <simple sentence>
| verb <simple sentence>
| <simple sentence>

Policy of the revising is as follows:
1) Introducing the term “noun phrase”
2) Introducing the term “idiom”, which was deleted formerly and may
be added again at the statements addition process
3) Reorganizing some terms and phrases, adjunction phrases for
example

Requirements descriptions are modified in advance to match
the above rules. For example, comma (,) is deleted.

Now I show an example of applying rules. Fig.6 is a sample from
an existing Japanese description4). Fig.7 is a modified version of Fig.6
following the above rules and policy. I tried to make a tool to accept the
descriptions of Fig.7 and the descriptions were accepted actually like
Fig.8. The tool was made using Yacc and Lex compatible
compiler-compiler.:

Client calls clerk to require supporting and
orders after clerk returns proposal lists.
Clerk propose contents and timing to support.



Fig.6 Sample Japanese descriptions of requirements

Fig.7 Example ofmodified version of Fig.6

Fig.8 Example of checking tool of following sentence structure rules Fig.9Word and phrase registrations of Lex for Fig.8 process



For checking Fig.8, word and phrase registrations for Lex, also called
the word dictionary, were needed like Fig.9. They are still made by
hands and will be derived from existing requirement descriptions,
including idioms, by the recent morphological analyzer.

Finally, I also propose modified processes of the methodology
based on the above results (Fig.10). The guideline is for simplification
and lexical and syntax analyses as supporting tools are done. Lexical
and syntax analyses still need the word dictionary which is made by
hands.

Fig.10Modified processes of the methodology

5. Conclusions and FutureWork

I propose a guideline for simplification of requirement descriptions
written in Japanese. It shows customers guides to write and check
descriptions clearly to develop systems they want. It may be able to be
used not only for system developments but also for formalization of
general documents in paperwork because it is for natural language
descriptions.

Many issues remain. One of them is that the guideline has still
unclear sentence structures. In fact, some of examples of Fig.7 are
complex or compound sentences semantically. For example, “to do” or
“for” in Japanese makes compound words. I am trying to resolve this
issue to change rules of sentence structures. The following is a draft of
rules but still not confirmed by using sample requirements descriptions,
especially not for validity of deleting “verb phrase” sections.

<sentence>
::= <simple sentence> period

<simple sentence>
::= <noun phrase> verb | adverb verb | idiom

<noun phrase>
::= noun postpositional | noun idiom | adjective

The second issue is to construct the word dictionary derived by the
morphological analyzer, with idioms. Some of analyzers have functions
to use various dictionaries for parts of speech in Japanese and are used
practically for Web searches and Japanese input front-end processors. It
is unclear until finishing studies whether they may also derive useful
idioms from existing requirement documents or not. Fig.9 has 64 words
and phrases including 6 idioms. Two of themmean “for” and other two
of them mean “by” or “not only” in Japanese. They make complex or
compoundwords so this issue is related to the first issue.

The final issue is to adapt other natural languages, including
English, to the methodology. IEEE Computer Society is showing
recommended formats and samples as guidelines for software
requirement specifications5) and some researchers are adapting the
guidelines to acquire and formalize requirements6). The guidelines
include not only how to specify but also what to specify requirements,
and what to specify requirements may be more important in the
guidelines. The guidelines were based on discussions about formal
methods7)8) and specifications in natural languages are prior information
to formalize and verify validation of contents by formal methods
automatically. Requirements specifications template in the guidelines
may be useful to define statement structures in English for my
methodology.

The following is a draft of structures in English. It covers basic
five English sentence patterns but not idioms. Some idioms are
expected to define as multiple nouns which are actually just one noun.
And also it is not concerned to recognize noun-prepositional nouns and
adverbs.

<sentence>
::= <simple sentence> period

<simple sentence>
::= <noun phrase> <verb phrase>

<noun phrase>
::= noun | prepositional noun
<verb phrase>
::= verb | verb adjective | verb <noun phrase>

The word dictionary in English is also important for analyzing
descriptions. It is not difficult to process morphological analysis of
English descriptions than Japanese but parts of speech and idioms are
still needed. Especially, the principle of “any noun can be verbed”
makes analyses more complex to recognize parts of speech in English.
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